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A model of the effect of astronomical variations on the surface environ- 
ment and H 2 0  regime of Mars is constructed taking into account: 1.) expected 
thermal variations in the subsurface at all latitudes, depths and times 
resulting from variation in obliqaity, eccentricity, and the solar constant, 
2 . )  variations in atmospheric PH 0 and PC0 caused by surface polar insolation 2 variations, 3 . )  " feedback!' ef fecgs related to ice-caused albedo variations and 
latent heat effects and 4 . )  the finite kinetics of migration of H 0 through 
both the Mars soil and atmosphere. 
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The atmospheric H 0 pressure and CO pressure on Mars have each varied 2 quasiperiodically in excess of a factor 0% one hundred as the result of astro- 
nomically driven variations in surface insolation. This has not only produced 
great variations in the environmental conditions at the surface, but has also 
affected the distribution, migration and state of surface and subsurface H 0. 
Specifically, the two key boundary conditions by which insolation affects the 
migration and distribution of B 0 are: 1. ) variations in the temperature at 
any buried ice interface and 2 )  variations in surface temperatures at the 
caps. In general, the latter--which indirectly controls atmospheric PH 0 at 2 all latitudes--is more important, primarily because obliquity effects are felt 
most strongly at the poles. Thus the stability, state, and migrational ten- 
dencies of H 0 during Mars history cannot be deduced from the geologically 2 
instantaneous measurements of bonndary conditions recorded by Viking alone. 
For example, at some phases of the obliquity and eccentricity cycles and times 
in Mars geological history, subsurface H 0 ice would have been stable at lati- 2 tudes as l a  as lo0, whereas at other phases and times regolith H 2 0  would hare 
tended to withdraw from latitudes as high as 70'. Despite the strongly oscil- 
lating character of the key bonndary conditions, only small amounts of atm s- 
pheric H 0 are exchanged with the regolith par obliquity cycle (<lgcm-'). 2 
Furthermore, Wars happens currently to be near a null point in the obliqaity 
cycle. Because of this, and since the atmospheric water vapor oscillations 
are only felt as an average by any deeply buried ice interface, effective glo- 
bal "frost points" and latitudes of ice stability are not greatly different 
from those deduced from Viking data even though the extrema of the cycles are. 

An overriding process which continues throughout the history of Mars and 
which, on the whole, is surprisingly little affected by the vast variations in 
atmospheric PH20 and temperature, is the withdrawal of buried ground ice from 
low latitudes agd pagsfer to high latitudes. The amount transferred is on 
the order of 10 -10 km (depending on assumed soil properties) which is gen- 
erally comparable to withdrawal volumes deduced from deflationary features at 
mid latitudes and the polar caps and associated high latitude depositional 
features. Withdrawal "contours" showing the predicted position of the buried 
ice interface as a function of latitude, depth, time and soil properties are 
given. Despite the unquestioned role of regional alteration of thermal condi- 
tions and H 0 remobilizations wrought by local igneous events, recent studies 
of the glotal distribotion of "relaxation" features and other buried ice- 
related features strongly confirms the overprint of this systematic latitudi- 
nal global water transfer. 
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